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GENERALIZED STABILITY FOR ABSTRACT HOMOTOPY
THEORIES
MORITZ GROTH AND MICHAEL SHULMAN
Abstract. We show that a derivator is stable if and only if homotopy finite
limits and homotopy finite colimits commute, if and only if homotopy finite
limit functors have right adjoints, and if and only if homotopy finite colimit
functors have left adjoints. These characterizations generalize to an abstract
notion of “stability relative to a class of functors”, which includes in particular
pointedness, semiadditivity, and ordinary stability. To prove them, we develop
the theory of derivators enriched over monoidal left derivators and weighted
homotopy limits and colimits therein.
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1. Introduction
In classical algebraic topology we have the following pair of adjunctions relating
topological spaces Top to pointed spaces Top∗ and spectra Sp:
(Σ∞+ ,Ω
∞
− ) : Top⇄ Top∗ ⇄ Sp
Abstractly, each of these two steps universally improves certain exactness properties
of a homotopy theory. In the first step we pass in a universal way from a general
homotopy theory to a pointed homotopy theory, i.e., a homotopy theory admitting a
zero object. The second step realizes the universal passage from a pointed homotopy
theory to a stable homotopy theory, i.e., to a pointed homotopy theory in which
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homotopy pushouts and homotopy pullbacks coincide. With this in mind, our first
goal in this paper is to collect additional answers to the following question.
Question: Which exactness properties of the homotopy theory of spectra al-
ready characterize the passage from (pointed) topological spaces to spectra? To
put it differently, starting with the homotopy theory of (pointed) topological spaces,
for which exactness properties is it true that if one imposes these properties in a
universal way then the outcome is the homotopy theory of spectra?
To make this question precise, we need a definition of an “abstract homotopy
theory”; here we choose to work with derivators. (However, similar arguments
should also apply to ∞-categories.) For the introduction it suffices to know that
derivators provide some framework for the calculus of homotopy limits, colimits,
and Kan extensions as it is available in typical situations arising in homological
algebra and abstract homotopy theory (see e.g. [Gro16a] for more details).
A derivator is by definition stable if it admits a zero object (i.e. it is pointed) and
if the classes of pullback squares and pushout squares coincide. Typical examples
are given by derivators of unbounded chain complexes in Grothendieck abelian
categories (like derivators associated to fields, rings, or schemes), and homotopy
derivators of stable model categories or stable ∞-categories (see [GSˇ16c, §5] for
many explicit examples). The “universal” example is the derivator of spectra,
which is obtained by stabilizing the derivator of spaces [Hel97].
It is known that stability can be reformulated by asking that the derivator is
pointed and that the suspension-loop adjunction or the cofiber-fiber adjunction is
an equivalence [GPS14b]. Alternatively, by [GSˇ16c] a pointed derivator is stable
exactly when the classes of strongly cartesian n-cubes (in the sense of Goodwillie
[Goo92]) and strongly cocartesian n-cubes agree for all n ≥ 2.
Our first new characterization in this paper is that stable derivators are pre-
cisely those derivators in which homotopy finite limits and homotopy finite colimits
commute. (A category is “homotopy finite” if it is equivalent to a category which
is finite, skeletal, and has no non-trivial endomorphisms, i.e., to a category whose
nerve is a finite simplicial set.) Since Kan extensions in derivators are pointwise,
these characterizations admit various improvements in terms of the commutativity
of Kan extensions. This gives Theorem 2.14:
Theorem. The following are equivalent for a derivator D .
(i) The derivator D is stable.
(ii) The derivator D is pointed and the cone morphism C : D [1] → D preserves
fibers. (Here, D [1] denotes the derivator of morphisms in D .)
(iii) Homotopy finite colimits and homotopy finite limits commute in D .
(iv) Left homotopy finite left Kan extensions commute with arbitrary right Kan
extensions in D .
(v) Arbitrary left Kan extensions commute with right homotopy finite right Kan
extensions in D .
Since the derivator of spectra is the stabilization of the derivator of spaces, these
abstract characterizations of stability specialize to answers to the above question.
Answer #1: The homotopy theory of spectra is obtained from that of spaces
if one forces homotopy finite limits and homotopy finite colimits to commute in a
universal way.
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Characterizations (iv) and (v) in the above theorem suggest a natural generaliza-
tion: if Φ is any class of functors between small categories, we define a derivator D
to be left Φ-stable if left Kan extensions along functors in Φ commute with arbitrary
right Kan extensions in D , and dually right Φ-stable. For instance, stable derivators
are precisely the left FIN-stable derivators and also the right FIN-stable derivators,
where FIN is the class of homotopy finite categories (more precisely, the class of the
corresponding functors to the terminal category). But other interesting stability
properties also arise in this way; for instance, pointed derivators are precisely the
left or right {∅}-stable ones (i.e. initial objects commute with right Kan extensions,
or terminal objects commute with left Kan extensions). And semi-additive deriva-
tors are precisely the left or right FINDISC-stable ones, where FINDISC is the class
of finite discrete categories. In general, this notion of “relative stability” yields a
Galois connection between collections of derivators and classes of functors.
To understand relative stability better, we introduce enriched derivators and
weighted colimits. These build on the theory of monoidal derivators developed
in [GPS14a, PS16], extending the classical theory of enriched categories to the
context of derivators. Just as every ordinary category is enriched over the category
of sets, every derivator is enriched1 over the derivator of spaces; whereas pointed
derivators are automatically enriched over pointed spaces, and stable ones over
spectra. For any V -enriched derivator we have a notion of limit or colimit weighted
by “profunctors” in V , which includes the ordinary homotopy Kan extensions that
exist in any derivator.
With the technology of enriched derivators, we can prove the following general
characterization of relative stability (Corollary 5.3):
Theorem. The following are equivalent for a derivator D and a class Φ of functors.
(a) D is left Φ-stable, i.e. left Kan extensions along functors in Φ commute with
arbitrary right Kan extensions in D .
(b) D is right Φop-stable, i.e. right Kan extensions along functors in Φop commute
with arbitrary left Kan extensions in D .
(c) Left Kan extension functors u! : D
A → DB for functors u ∈ Φ are right adjoint
morphisms of derivators.
(d) Right Kan extension functors (uop)∗ : D
Aop → DB
op
for functors u ∈ Φ are
weighted colimit functors relative to some V over which D is enriched.
This gives some additional conceptual explanations for why certain limits and
colimits commute: if a colimit functor is a right adjoint, then of course it commutes
with all limits; whereas if a limit functor can be identified with a (weighted) colimit
functor, then of course it commutes with all other colimits. It also explains the
left-right duality in the first theorem as due to the fact that the class FIN of finite
categories is closed under taking opposites. Thus we can say:
Answer #2: The homotopy theory of spectra is obtained from that of spaces
by universally forcing homotopy finite limits to be weighted colimits, and dually.
There is one fly in the ointment: the “enrichment” in (d) is rather weak: it has
only tensors and not cotensors or hom-objects (so it is more properly called simply
a “V -module” rather than a “V -enriched derivator”), and moreover V is not itself
a derivator, only a “left derivator” (having left homotopy Kan extensions but not
1In a weak sense; see below.
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right ones). This can be remedied by working with locally presentable∞-categories
rather than derivators, which we plan to do in [GS17a]. However, this depends on
rather more technical machinery, so it is interesting how much can be done purely
in the realm of derivators.
In [GS17a] we will also show more, namely that given Φ there is a universal
choice of V in (d), with pointed spaces and spectra being particular examples. The
construction again depends on the good behavior of local presentability, so it seems
unlikely to hold in general for derivators. However, as noted above, in particular
cases such a universal derivator does exist, such as pointed spaces and spectra for
the cases Φ = {∅} and Φ = FIN respectively. For Φ = FINDISC we expect that the
universal V consists of E∞-spaces, though we have not proven this.
This paper belongs to a project aiming for an abstract study of stability, and
can be thought of as a sequel to [Gro13, GPS14b, Gro16b, PS16] and as a prequel
to [GS17a]. This abstract study of stability was developed in a different direction
in the series of papers on abstract representation theory [GSˇ16c, GSˇ16b, GSˇ16a,
GSˇ15] which will be continued in [GSˇ17b]. The perspective from enriched derivator
theory offers additional characterizations of stability, and these together with a
more systematic study of the stabilization will appear in [GS17a]. It is worth
noting that in [PS16], what we here call “Φ-stable monoidal derivators” are shown
to admit a linearity formula for the traces and Euler characteristics of Φ-colimits, so
the abstract study of stability has computational as well as conceptual importance.
The content of the paper is as follows. In §2 we characterize pointed and stable
derivators by the commutativity of certain (co)limits or Kan extensions. In §3
we define the Galois correspondence of relative stability. In §4 we define enriched
derivators and weighted colimits, and in §5 we use them to give the second class of
characterizations of stability. Finally, in §6 we study further the characterizations
in terms of iterated adjoints to constant morphism morphisms.
Prerequisites. We assume basic acquaintance with the language of derivators,
which were introduced independently by Grothendieck [Gro], Heller [Hel88], and
Franke [Fra96]. Derivators were developed further by various mathematicians in-
cluding Maltsiniotis [Mal01, Mal07, Mal12] and Cisinski [Cis03, Cis04, Cis08] (see
[Gro] for many additional references). Here we stick to the notation and conventions
from [GPS14b]. For a more detailed account of the basics we refer to [Gro16a].
2. Stability and commuting (co)limits
In this section we obtain characterizations of pointed and stable derivators in
terms of the commutativity of certain left and right Kan extensions. It turns out
that a derivator is stable if and only if homotopy finite colimits and homotopy finite
limits commute, and there are variants using suitable Kan extensions.
We begin by collecting the following characterizations which already appeared
in the literature.
Theorem 2.1. The following are equivalent for a pointed derivator D .
(i) The adjunction (Σ,Ω): D ⇄ D is an equivalence.
(ii) The derivator D is Σ-stable, i.e., a square in D is a suspension square if and
only if it is a loop square.
(iii) The adjunction (cof, fib) : D [1] ⇄ D [1] is an equivalence.
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(iv) The derivator D is cofiber-stable, i.e., a square in D is a cofiber square if and
only if it is a fiber square.
(v) The derivator D is stable, i.e., a square in D is cocartesian if and only if it
is cartesian.
(vi) An n-cube in D , n ≥ 2, is strongly cocartesian if and only if it is strongly
cartesian.
Proof. The equivalence of the first five statements is [GPS14b, Thm. 7.1] and the
equivalence of the remaining two is [GSˇ16b, Cor. 8.13]. 
As a preparation for a minor variant we include the following construction.
Construction 2.2. In every pointed derivator D there are canonical comparison
maps
(2.3) ΣF → C : D [1] → D and F → ΩC : D [1] → D .
In fact, starting with a morphism (f : x → y) ∈ D [1] we can pass to the coherent
diagram encoding both the corresponding fiber and cofiber square,
Ff //

❴
✤ x
f

// 0

0 // y // Cf.
❴✤
More formally, let i : [1]→  = [2]× [1] classify the vertical morphism in the middle
and let
i : [1]
i1→ A1
i2→ A2
i3→ A3
i4→ 
be the fully faithful inclusions which in turn add the objects (2, 0), (2, 1), (0, 1), and
(0, 0). In every pointed derivator we can consider the corresponding Kan extension
morphisms
D
[1] (i1)∗→ DA1
(i2)!
→ DA2
(i3)!
→ DA3
(i4)∗
→ D.
The first two functors add a cofiber square and homotopy (co)finality arguments
(for example based on [Gro13, Prop. 3.10]) show that the remaining two morphisms
add the fiber square. Forming the composite square, we obtain a coherent square
looking like
(2.4)
Ff //

0

0 // Cf.
The canonical comparison maps (2.3) result from considering suitable loop and
suspension squares.
Proposition 2.5. The following are equivalent for a pointed derivator D .
(i) The derivator D is stable.
(ii) For every f ∈ D [1] the canonical comparison maps ΣF → C and F → ΩC
as in (2.3) are isomorphisms.
(iii) For every f ∈ D [1] the square (2.4) is bicartesian.
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Proof. If D is a stable derivator, then the composition property of bicartesian
squares [Gro13, Prop. 3.13] implies that (2.4) is bicartesian, and it follows from
[Gro16b, Prop. 2.16] that the canonical transformations ΣF → C and F → ΩC
are invertible. It remains to show that (ii) implies (i), and we hence assume that
ΣF ∼−→ C is invertible. Associated to x ∈ D there is by [Gro13, Prop. 3.6] the
morphism 1!(x) = (0 → x) ∈ D [1]. The natural isomorphism ΣF
∼−→ C evaluated
at 1!(x) yields a natural isomorphism ΣΩx
∼−→ x. Dually, we deduce id ∼−→ ΩΣ and
Theorem 2.1 concludes the proof. 
While unrelated left Kan extensions always commute [Gro16b, Cor. 4.3], it is,
in general, not true that unrelated left and right Kan extensions commute. More
specifically, given functors u : A→ A′ and v : B → B′, recall that left Kan exten-
sion along u and right Kan extension along v commute in a derivator D if
the canonical mate
(u× id)!(id× v)∗
η
→ (u × id)!(id× v)∗(u× id)
∗(u× id)!
∼−→ (u× id)!(u× id)
∗(id× v)∗(u × id)!
ε
→ (id× v)∗(u× id)!
is an isomorphism in D . This is to say that the morphism u! : D
A → DA
′
preserves
right Kan extensions along v or that the morphism v∗ : D
B → DB
′
preserves left
Kan extensions along u [Gro16b, Lem. 4.8]. For the purpose of a simpler terminol-
ogy, we also say that u! and v∗ commute in D .
In general, these canonical mates are not invertible as is for example illustrated
by the following characterization of pointed derivators.
Proposition 2.6. The following are equivalent for a derivator D .
(i) The derivator D is pointed.
(ii) Empty colimits and empty limits commute in D .
(iii) Left Kan extensions along cosieves and right Kan extensions along sieves
commute in D .
(iv.a) Left Kan extensions along cosieves and arbitrary right Kan extensions com-
mute in D .
(iv.b) Arbitrary left Kan extensions and right Kan extensions along sieves commute
in D .
Proof. For the equivalence of the first two statements we consider the empty functor
∅ : ∅ → 1. Correspondingly, for every derivator D there is the canonical mate
D∅×∅
(id×∅)∗
//
(∅×id)!

✟✟✟✟ 
D∅×1
(∅×id)!

D1×∅
(id×∅)∗
// D1×1
detecting if empty colimits and empty limits commute. By construction of initial
and final objects in derivators (see [Gro13, §1.1]), the source of this canonical mate
is given by initial objects in D while the target is given by final objects. Hence, D
is pointed if and only if empty colimits and empty limits commute in D .
Obviously, each of the statements (iv.a) or (iv.b) implies statement (iii). More-
over, since the empty functor is a sieve and a cosieve, statement (iii) implies (ii). By
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duality, it remains to show that (i) implies (iv.a). Given a functor u : A → B, the
morphism u∗ : D
A → DB is a right adjoint and, as a pointed morphism of pointed
derivators, u∗ preserves left Kan extensions along cosieves [Gro16b, Cor. 8.2]. 
We now turn to the stable context. Let us recall that a category A ∈ Cat is
strictly homotopy finite if it is finite, skeletal, and it has no non-trivial endo-
morphisms (equivalently the nerve NA is a finite simplicial set). A category is
homotopy finite if it is equivalent to a strictly homotopy finite category.
Theorem 2.7. Homotopy finite colimits and homotopy finite limits commute in
stable derivators.
Proof. Let D be a stable derivator and let A ∈ Cat . Denoting by piA : A → 1 the
unique functor, there are defining adjunctions
(colimA, pi
∗
A) : D
A
⇄ D and (pi∗A, limA) : D ⇄ D
A,
and these exhibit colimA, limA : D
A → D as exact morphisms of stable derivators
[Gro16b, Cor. 9.9]. Hence, by [PS16, Thm. 7.1], colimA preserves homotopy finite
limits and limA preserves homotopy finite colimits. 
For the converse to this theorem we collect the following lemma.
Lemma 2.8. Let D be a derivator such that homotopy finite colimits and homotopy
finite limits commute in D .
(i) The derivator D is pointed.
(ii) The morphisms cof : D [1] → D [1] and C : D [1] → D preserve homotopy finite
limits.
(iii) The morphism fib : D [1] → D [1] and F : D [1] → D preserve homotopy finite
colimits.
Proof. By assumption on D , empty colimits and empty limits commute and this
implies that D is pointed (Proposition 2.6). Hence, by duality, it remains to take
care of the second statement. Denoting by i : [1] → p the sieve classifying the
horizontal morphism (0, 0)→ (1, 0) and by k′ : [1] →  the functor classifying the
vertical morphism (1, 0)→ (1, 1), the cofiber morphism is given by
(2.9) cof : D [1]
i∗→ Dp
(ip)!
→ D
(k′)∗
→ D [1].
Since the morphisms i∗ and (k
′)∗ are right adjoints, they preserve arbitrary right
Kan extensions, hence homotopy finite limits. By assumption on D , [Gro16b,
Prop. 3.9], and [Gro16b, Lem. 4.9], also the morphism (ip)! preserves homotopy
finite limits, and hence so does cof by [Gro16b, Prop. 5.2]. An additional com-
position with the continuous evaluation morphism 1∗ : D [1] → D establishes the
corresponding result for C. 
Given a pointed derivator D , the derivator D = D [1]×[1] admits cone and fiber
morphisms in the first and the second coordinate, and these are respectively denoted
by
C1, C2 : D
 → D [1] and F1, F2 : D
 → D [1].
Since these morphisms are pointed, for X ∈ D there is by [Gro16b, Construc-
tion 9.7] a canonical comparison map
(2.10) C(F2X)→ F (C1X).
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Corollary 2.11. Let D be a derivator in which homotopy finite colimits and homo-
topy finite limits commute. Then D is pointed and the canonical transformations
(2.10) are isomorphisms for every X ∈ D.
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 2.8. 
As we show next, this property already implies that the derivator is stable.
Together with Theorem 2.7 we thus obtain the following more conceptual charac-
terization of stability.
Theorem 2.12. A derivator is stable if and only if homotopy finite colimits and
homotopy finite limits commute.
Proof. By Theorem 2.7 it suffices to show that a derivator D is stable as soon
as homotopy finite colimits and homotopy finite limits commute in D . Such a
derivator is pointed and for every X ∈ D the canonical morphism
(2.13) C(F2X)
∼−→ F (C1X)
is an isomorphism (Corollary 2.11). For every x ∈ D we consider the square
X = X(x) = (iy)!pi
∗
yx ∈ D
.
The morphism pi∗y : D → D
y forms constant cospans. Since iy : y→  is a cosieve,
(iy)! is left extension by zero [Gro13, Prop. 3.6] and the diagram X ∈ D looks like
0 //

x
id

x
id
// x.
We calculate CF2(X) ∼= C(Ωx→ 0) ∼= ΣΩx and FC1(X) ∼= F (x→ 0) ∼= x, showing
that the canonical isomorphism (2.13) induces a natural isomorphism ΣΩ ∼−→ id.
Using constant spans instead one also constructs a natural isomorphism id ∼−→ ΩΣ,
showing that Σ,Ω: D → D are equivalences. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that D
is stable. 
It is now straightforward to obtain the following variant of this theorem. We
recall from [Gro16b, §9] that left homotopy finite left Kan extensions are left
Kan extensions along functors u : A→ B such that the slice categories (u/b), b ∈ B,
admit a homotopy final functor Cb → (u/b) from a homotopy finite category Cb.
The point of this notion is that right exact morphisms of derivators preserve left
homotopy finite left Kan extensions [Gro16b, Thm. 9.14].
Theorem 2.14. The following are equivalent for a derivator D .
(i) The derivator D is stable.
(ii) Homotopy finite colimits and homotopy finite limits commute in D .
(iii.a) Left homotopy finite left Kan extensions and arbitrary right Kan extensions
commute in D .
(iii.b) Arbitrary left Kan extensions and right homotopy finite right Kan extensions
commute in D .
(iv.a) Every left exact morphism DA → DB, A,B ∈ Cat , preserves left homotopy
finite left Kan extensions.
(iv.b) Every right exact morphism DA → DB , A,B ∈ Cat , preserves right homotopy
finite right Kan extensions.
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(v) The derivator D is pointed and C : D [1] → D preserves right homotopy finite
right Kan extensions.
(vi) The derivator D is pointed and C : D [1] → D preserves homotopy finite limits.
(vii) The derivator D is pointed and C : D [1] → D preserves F .
Proof. If D is stable, then also the shifted derivatorsDA, A ∈ Cat , are stable [Gro13,
Prop. 4.3]. Consequently, every left exact morphism DA → DB is also right exact
[Gro16b, Prop. 9.8] and it hence preserves left homotopy finite left Kan extensions
[Gro16b, Thm. 9.14]. This and a dual argument shows that statement (i) implies
statements (iv.a) and (iv.b). Since right Kan extension morphisms are right adjoint
morphisms and hence left exact, the implications (iv.a) implies (iii.a) and (iii.a) im-
plies (ii) are immediate. Moreover, (ii) implies (i) by Theorem 2.12, and, by duality,
it remains to incorporate the three final statements. Statement (i) implies state-
ment (v) since C is left exact in this case and it hence preserves right homotopy
finite right homotopy Kan extensions [Gro16b, Thm. 9.14]. The implications (v)
implies (vi) and (vi) implies (vii) being trivial, it remains to show that (vii) im-
plies (i) which is already taken care of by the proof of Theorem 2.12. 
There are, of course, various additional minor variants of the characterizations
in Theorem 2.14 obtained, for example, by replacing C by cof : D [1] → D [1].
Remark 2.15. A typical slogan is that spectra are obtained from pointed topolog-
ical spaces if one forces the suspension to become an equivalence. This slogan is
made precise by Theorem 2.1 and the fact that the derivator of spectra is the sta-
bilization of the derivator of pointed topological spaces [Hel97]. Theorem 2.1 and
Theorem 2.14 make precise various additional slogans saying, for instance, that
spectra are obtained from spaces or pointed spaces by forcing certain colimit and
limit type constructions to commute. We illustrate this by two examples.
(i) If one forces homotopy finite colimits and homotopy finite limits to commute
in the derivator of spaces, then one obtains the derivator of spectra.
(ii) If one forces partial cones and partial fibers of squares to commute in the
derivator of pointed spaces, then this yields the derivator of spectra.
Remark 2.16. The phenomenon that certain colimits and limits commute is well-
known from ordinary category theory. To mention an instance, let us recall that
filtered colimits are exact in Grothendieck abelian categories, i.e., filtered colimits
and finite limits commute in such categories. Additional such statements hold in
locally presentable categories, Grothendieck topoi, and algebraic categories.
Now, the phenomenon of stability is invisible to ordinary category theory; in
fact, a represented derivator is stable if and only if the representing category is
trivial (this follows from Theorem 2.1 since the suspension morphism is trivial in
pointed represented derivators). As a consequence the commutativity statements
in Theorem 2.14 have no counterparts in ordinary category theory.
3. Stability versus absoluteness
The close family resemblance between Proposition 2.6 and Theorem 2.14 suggests
the following definition.
Definition 3.1. Let Φ be a class of functors between small categories. A derivator
D is left Φ-stable if for every (u : A → B) ∈ Φ, left Kan extensions along u in
D commute with arbitrary right Kan extensions. Dually, D is right Φ-stable if
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Dop is left Φ-stable, i.e. right Kan extensions along each u ∈ Φ in D commute with
arbitrary left Kan extensions. If D is left (resp. right) Φ-stable, we say that Φ is
left (resp. right) D-absolute.
We may take Φ to be a class of categories instead of functors, in which case we
identify a category A with the unique functor A → 1. In the next section we will
show that left Φ-stability coincides with right Φop-stability.
Examples 3.2. A derivator D is pointed if and only if it is left ∅-stable, if and only
if it is right ∅-stable, and if and only if it is left stable for the class of cosieves, if
and only if it is right stable for the class of sieves. Similarly, D is stable if and only
if it is left stable for the class of homotopy finite categories, if and only if it is right
stable for the same class, if and only if it is left stable for the class of left homotopy
finite functors, if and only if it is right stable for the class of right homotopy finite
functors.
This notion of relatively stable derivators allows us to construct the following
Galois correspondence.
Construction 3.3. Given a class Φ of functors between small categories, we write
StabL(Φ) for the collection of left Φ-stable derivators. Dually, given a collection
Υ of derivators, we write AbsL(Υ) for the class of left Υ-absolute functors (i.e.
functors that are left D-absolute for all D ∈ Υ). Then StabL and AbsL are a Galois
correspondence (a contravariant adjunction of partial orders) between the classes
of functors and collections of derivators. In particular, we have
Φ ⊆ AbsL(Υ) ⇐⇒ Υ ⊆ StabL(Φ)
and
Φ ⊆ AbsL(StabL(Φ)) Υ ⊆ StabL(AbsL(Υ))
StabL(Φ) = StabL(AbsL(StabL(Φ))) AbsL(Υ) = AbsL(StabL(AbsL(Υ))).
Dually, we have StabR and AbsR.
Examples 3.4. Proposition 2.6 can now be restated by saying that StabL({∅}) and
StabR({∅}) are the collection POINT of pointed derivators, while AbsL(POINT) con-
tains all cosieves and AbsR(POINT) contains all sieves. In particular, POINT is a
fixed point of both Galois correspondences. Similarly, Theorem 2.14 can be restated
by saying that StabL(FIN) and StabR(FIN), for FIN the class of homotopy finite cat-
egories, are both the collection STABLE of stable derivators; while AbsL(STABLE)
contains all left homotopy finite functors and AbsR(STABLE) contains all right ho-
motopy finite functors.
The cone functor C : D [1] → D is not a colimit (though it is a weighted colimit, in
the sense to be defined in Construction 4.8, for a suitable enrichment), so we cannot
consider “StabL({C})”. However, if the pushout functor Dp → D is continuous,
then so is C, since C is the composite of a pushout, a right Kan extension, and an
evaluation morphism. Thus, we can say that STABLE = StabL({∅, p}) and similarly
STABLE = StabR({∅, y}).
Example 3.5. Of course, StabL(∅) and StabR(∅) are the collection DERIV of all
derivators, while AbsL(∅) and AbsR(∅) are the class FUNC of all functors. How-
ever, AbsL(DERIV) and AbsR(DERIV) are nonempty; for instance, AbsL(DERIV)
contains all left adjoint functors, AbsR(DERIV) all right adjoint functors, and they
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both include the splitting of idempotents. On the other hand, StabL(FUNC) and
StabR(FUNC) include only the trivial derivator, by [PS16, Remark 9.4].
Example 3.6. Let Φ = FINDISC be the class of finite discrete categories. Since
∅ ∈ FINDISC, any left or right Φ-stable derivator is pointed. It is easy to see that
StabL(FINDISC) = StabL({∅, 2}), where 2 denotes the discrete category with two
objects, and similarly for StabR.
In fact, we have StabL(FINDISC) = StabR(FINDISC) = SEMIADD, the collection
of semiadditive derivators. For since D2 ≃ D × D by one of the derivator axioms,
the left and right Kan extensions along 2 → 1 are just binary coproducts and
products. Then if D is pointed and binary coproducts preserve all limits, then in
particular they preserve binary products, which means that
(X × Z) + (Y ×W ) ∼= (X + Y )× (Z +W )
canonically. Taking Y = Z = 0, we see that X +W ∼= X ×W canonically, so
that D is semiadditive. Conversely, if D is semiadditive, then the coproduct and
product functors D × D → D coincide, and in particular the coproduct is a right
adjoint and so preserves all limits. Thus D is left FINDISC-stable if and only if it
is semiadditive, and dually for right FINDISC-stability.
There are a number of natural questions suggested by this phrasing of the char-
acterization theorems:
(i) By definition, D is left u-stable if and only if u! : D
A → DB is continuous.
But a continuous functor is crying out to be a right adjoint, for instance
if there is an adjoint functor theorem. General derivators have no adjoint
functor theorem, but does u! happen to be a right adjoint anyway?
(ii) Proposition 2.6 and Theorem 2.14 are self-dual, and in particular POINT and
STABLE are fixed points of both Galois connections. Is there an abstract
explanation for this?
(iii) We have seen that interesting collections of derivators like POINT and STAB
can be generated as StabL(Φ) for very small classes Φ of functors such as {∅}
and {∅, p}. Can they also be generated as StabL(AbsL(Υ)) for “manageable”
collections Υ of derivators? For instance, are there “universal” pointed or
stable derivators that suffice to detect whether a given functor is absolute for
all pointed or stable derivators?
To attack these questions, we use the technology of enriched derivators and
weighted limits. We will see that it suffices to answer the first two questions posi-
tively, but it is not quite adequate for the third in general, although in particular
cases the answer is yes. In [GS17a] we will use a better technology to answer the
third question positively in general as well.
4. Enriched derivators
We begin by defining the basic notions of enriched derivators. We freely make use
of the language and techniques established in [GPS14a], in particular the language
of monoidal derivators as it is developed in detail in [GPS14a, §3]. In that paper
there is also a detailed discussion of two-variable adjunctions of derivators [GPS14a,
§§8-9].
A monoidal derivator V is a pseudo-monoid object in DER (the 2-category of
derivators and pseudonatural transformations) such that the monoidal structure
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⊗ : V × V → V preserves colimits separately in both variables. The pseudo-
monoid structure precisely amounts to a lift of V : Catop → CAT against the for-
getful functor from the 2-category of monoidal categories, strong monoidal functors,
and monoidal transformations. The resulting monoidal structures are denoted by
(V (A),⊗A, SA).
We will also have occasion to consider the following weaker notions.
Definition 4.1. A left derivator is a prederivator satisfying all the axioms of a
derivator except the existence of right Kan extensions.
A morphism of left derivators is again a pseudonatural transformation, giving a
2-category LDER. We can define two-variable morphisms of left derivators, and
(separate) preservation of colimits, just as for derivators.
Definition 4.2. A monoidal left derivator is a left derivator with a pseudo-
monoid structure that preserves colimits separately in both variables. If V is a
monoidal left derivator, a V -module is a cocontinuous pseudo-module, i.e. a left
derivator D with an action V ×D → D that is coherently associative and unital and
preserves colimits separately in both variables. We say that D is a V -opmodule
if Dop is a V -module. A closed V -module, or V -enriched derivator, is a V -
module whose action is part of a two-variable adjunction (hence, in particular, it
is also a V -opmodule).
Now recall that derivator morphisms of two variables come in three different
forms; see [GPS14a, §3 and §5]. We right away specialize to the situation of an
action as above.
(i) In the internal form ⊗A : V (A) × D(A) → D(A) which naively is given by
(W⊗AX)a =Wa⊗Xa, where⊗ : V (1)×D(1)→ D(1) denotes the underlying
functor of two variables.
(ii) In the external form ⊗ : V (A) × D(B) → D(A × B), which we think of as
being defined by (W ⊗X)a,b =Wa ⊗Xb.
(iii) Finally, in the canceling form ⊗[A] : V (A
op)×D(A)→ D(1) which is obtained
from the external form by composing it with the coend functor∫ A
: D(Aop ×A)→ D(1).
For the notion of (co)ends in derivators we refer to [GPS14a, §5 and Appen-
dix A].
Note the different notation used for these three variants; the notation for internal
versions was already used for the monoidal categories (V (A),⊗A, SA).
Example 4.3. Every monoidal left derivator is, of course, a module over itself. If it
is a closed module over itself, we call it a closed monoidal left derivator.
More generally, if V is a monoidal left derivator, then any shift V A is also a
V -module.
We also have the following universal construction:
Construction 4.4. For any left derivators D , E , define HOM(D , E ) by
HOM(D , E )(A) = DER(D , E A)
where a functor u : A→ B induces the restriction functor
HOM(D , E )(B) = DER(D , E B)→ DER(D , E A) = HOM(D , E )(A)
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by postcomposition with u∗ : E B → E A. This makes HOM(D , E ) into a left deriva-
tor, and indeed a derivator if E is one; its Kan extension functors are also simply
given by postcomposition. In this way LDER becomes a cartesian closed 2-category
in an appropriate weak sense. In particular, HOM(D ,D) is a pseudo-monoid under
composition, and there is a canonical action HOM(D ,D)×D → D . However, this
monoidal structure and action do not preserve colimits in the right variable, hence
do not make D into a HOM(D ,D)-module.
Thus, we define a new left derivator HOMcc(D , E ), for which HOMcc(D , E )(A)
is the category of cocontinuous morphisms D → E A. Since restriction and left
Kan extension are cocontinuous morphisms, this is again a left derivator. The
endomorphism object HOMcc(D ,D), which we denote ENDcc(D), is a monoidal
left derivator under composition, and its action ENDcc(D)×D → D does make D
into an ENDcc(D)-module.
Explicitly, the external monoidal product of F : D → DA and G : D → DB is
the morphism GF : D → DA×B whose component D(C) → D(C × A × B) is the
composite D(C)
FC
−−→ D(C×A)
GC×A
−−−−→ D(C×A×B). Similarly, the external action
of F : D → DA on X ∈ D(B) is the image of X under FB : D(B) → D(B × A).
Both of these preserve colimits in both variables, on the left because colimits there
are defined by postcomposition, and on the right because F and G preserve colimits.
This construction is universal in the sense that if V is a monoidal left derivator,
then to make D into a V -module is equivalent to giving a cocontinuous monoidal
morphism V → ENDcc(D). Specifically, the latter assigns to each X ∈ V (A) a
morphism D → DA, which is the external tensor product with X . Monoidality of
the morphism V → ENDcc(D) gives the associativity and unitality of the action,
while its cocontinuity gives left cocontinuity of the action; right cocontinuity of the
action comes from the fact that this morphism lands in ENDcc(D) = HOMcc(D ,D)
rather than HOM(D ,D).
Note that unlike HOM(D , E ), the left derivator HOMcc(D , E ) is not a derivator
even if E is: since limits and colimits do not in general commute, the limit in
HOM(D , E ) of cocontinuous morphisms need no longer be cocontinuous. However,
we can say;
Lemma 4.5. If u : A → B is such that E has right Kan extensions along u that
commute with arbitrary left Kan extensions, then so does HOMcc(D , E ).
Proof. Right Kan extensions in HOM(D , E ) are defined by postcomposition; if u∗
is cocontinuous then HOMcc(D , E ) is closed under such postcomposition. Since left
Kan extensions are also defined by postcomposition, commutativity follows. 
We now introduce the notion of weighted colimits. First note that the internal,
external, and canceling versions of morphisms of two-variables can be combined.
In particular, given a monoidal derivator V and A,B,C ∈ Cat , there is the (ho-
motopy) tensor product of functors
⊗[B] : V (A×B
op)× V (B × Cop)
⊗
→ V (A×Bop ×B × Cop)
∫
B
→ V (A× Cop),
and also this operation enjoys associativity and unitality properties.
Theorem 4.6 ([GPS14a, Theorem 5.9]). If V is a monoidal left derivator, then
there is a bicategory Prof (V ) described as follows:
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• Its objects are small categories.
• Its hom-category from A to B is V (A×Bop).
• Its composition functors are the external-canceling tensor products
⊗[B] : V (A×B
op)× V (B × Cop) −→ V (A× Cop).
• The identity 1-cell of a small category B is
(4.7) IB = (t, s)!Stw(B) ∼= (t, s)!pi
∗
tw(B)S1 ∈ V (B ×B
op).
The notation related to the identity 1-cells IB ∈ V (B×Bop), also called identity
profunctors, is as follows. tw(B) is the twisted arrow category of B, i.e., the
category of elements of homB, and the functor (t, s) : tw(B) → B × Bop sends a
morphism to its target and source (see [GPS14a, §5]). We refer to Prof (V ) as the
bicategory of profunctors in V .
Construction 4.8. Let V be a monoidal left derivator and let D be a V -module
with tensors ⊗ : V × D → D . The external-canceling version of this morphism
yields functors
⊗[B] : V (A×B
op)×D(B × Cop)→ D(A× Cop).
Passing to parametrized versions of these functors, we obtain an external-canceling
tensor morphism
⊗[B] : V
A×Bop ×DB×C
op
→ DA×C
op
.
In particular, plugging in a fixed W ∈ V (A × Bop) and specializing to C = 1, we
obtain an induced partial morphism
colimW = (W ⊗[B] −) : D
B → DA,
the weighted colimit morphism with weight W ∈ V (A×Bop). We abuse ter-
minology and refer to a morphism as a weighted colimit if it is naturally isomorphic
to colimW for someW . In a dual way, if D is a V -opmodule, one defines weighted
limits
limW = (−⊳[A] W ) : D
A → DB ,
Moreover, if D is a closed V -module, then weighted colimits and weighted limits
are always adjoint to each other:
(4.9) (colimW , limW ) : DB ⇄ DA.
Lemma 4.10. Let V be a monoidal left derivator and let D be a V -module.
(i) The morphism ⊗[B] : V
A×Bop × DB×C
op
→ DA×C
op
preserves colimits in
each variable separately. In particular, any weighted colimit functor is cocon-
tinuous.
(ii) If V is a monoidal derivator, and D is a derivator and a closed V -module,
then ⊗[B] is a left adjoint of two variables.
(iii) The morphism (IB⊗[B]−) : D
B → DB is naturally isomorphic to the identity
morphism.
Proof. Statements (i) and (ii) are true for the external-canceling variant of any
cocontinuous two-variable morphism, while (iii) follows from the same argument
used to prove unitality of the bicategory Prof (V ). 
Theorem 4.11. Let V be a monoidal left derivator and let D be a V -module.
Then:
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(i) Restriction morphisms u∗ : DB → DA are V -weighted colimits.
(ii) Left Kan extension morphisms u! : D
A → DB are V -weighted colimits.
(iii) If V and D are pointed derivators, then right Kan extension morphisms
u∗ : D
A → DB along sieves are weighted colimits.
(iv) If V and D are stable derivators, then right homotopy finite right Kan ex-
tension morphisms u∗ : D
A → DB are weighted colimits.
Proof. For every fixed X ∈ D(B) and u : A → B, pseudo-naturality of the partial
morphism (−⊗[B] X) : V
Bop → D and Lemma 4.10 yields
u∗(X) ∼= u∗(IB ⊗[B] X) ∼=
(
(u× id)∗IB
)
⊗[B] X.
This defines a natural isomorphism u∗ ∼=
(
(u× id)∗IB
)
⊗[B]− : D
B → DA, thereby
exhibiting u∗ as a weighted colimit.
Similarly, if we fix X ∈ D(A), then by Lemma 4.10 the partial morphism
(4.12) (−⊗[A] X) : V
Aop → D
is cocontinuous. Given a functor u : A→ B we obtain natural isomorphisms
u!(X) ∼= u!(IA ⊗[A] X) ∼=
(
(u × id)!IA
)
⊗[A] X,
hence a natural isomorphism u! ∼=
((
(u × id)!IA
)
⊗[A] −
)
: DA → DB, identifying
u! as a weighted colimit.
If V and D are pointed, then (4.12) is a cocontinuous morphism of pointed
derivators and hence automatically pointed, hence preserves right Kan extensions
along sieves [Gro16b, Cor. 8.2]. Thus, a similar calculation as above yields for every
such u : A→ B a natural isomorphism
u∗ ∼=
((
(u× id)∗IA
)
⊗[A] −
)
: DA → DB ,
exhibiting u∗ as a weighted colimit. Similarly, if V and D are stable derivators,
we note that (4.12) is an exact morphism of stable derivators (by Lemma 4.10
and [Gro16b, Cor. 9.9]) and it hence preserves right homotopy finite right Kan
extensions [Gro16b, Thm. 9.14]. 
Applying Theorem 4.11 to the V -module V C
op
, we find that for any X ∈ V (B×
Cop) and Y ∈ V (A× Cop) we have(
(u× id)∗IB
)
⊗[B] X ∼= (u× id)
∗X(
(u× id)!IA
)
⊗[A] Y ∼= (u× id)!Y
Note that in this case, ⊗[B] and ⊗[A] are the composition in Prof (V ); thus re-
striction and left Kan extension in V can both be described using composition in
Prof (V ). The special objects (u× id)∗IB and (u× id)!IA are sometimes called base
change objects. Dually, for any X ∈ V (E ×Bop) and Y ∈ V (E ×Aop) we have
X ⊗[B]
(
(id× uop)∗IB
)
∼= (id× uop)∗X
Y ⊗[A]
(
(id× uop)!IA
)
∼= (id× uop)!Y
In fact, these dual base change objects are actually isomorphic to the first two
swapped:
(id× uop)∗IB ∼= (u × id)!IA
(id× uop)!IA ∼= (u × id)
∗
IB
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This all follows from the fact that Prof (V ) is actually a “framed bicategory”;
see [Shu08] and [PS16, (15.2)].
Remark 4.13. Let V be a monoidal left derivator and D a V -module. For u : A→ B
in Cat we obtain an isomorphism
u! ∼= ((id× u
op)∗IB)⊗[A] − : D
A → DB .
Specializing to u = piA : A→ 1 we deduce that colimits are weighted colimits with
constant weight pi∗AopS1. More generally, the weight for u! has components
((id × uop)∗IB)b,a ∼=
∐
homB(ua,b)
S1,
and the isomorphism u!X ∼= ((id×uop)∗IB)⊗[A]X is hence a left derivator version of
the usual coend formula for left Kan extensions in sufficiently cocomplete categories
([ML98, Thm. X.4.1]).
5. Stability via weighted colimits
Theorem 4.11(iii) and (iv) cry out for a generalization to Φ-stability.
Definition 5.1. If Φ is a class of functors u : A → B, we define a left derivator
D to be right Φ-stable if it has right Kan extensions along each u ∈ Φ which
moreover commute with arbitrary left Kan extensions.
By Lemma 4.5, if D is right Φ-stable, then so is ENDcc(D).
Theorem 5.2. Let V be a monoidal left derivator and u : A → B a functor. The
following are equivalent:
(i) V is right uop-stable.
(ii) The base change profunctor (u× id)!IA ∈ Prof (V )(B,A) has a right adjoint
in Prof (V ).
(iii) The base change profunctor (id × u)!IAop ∈ Prof (V )(Aop, Bop) has a left
adjoint in Prof (V ).
(iv) The morphism u! : V
A → V B has a left adjoint that is a weighted colimit
functor.
(v) The right Kan extension (uop)∗ : V
Aop → V B
op
exists and is a V -weighted
colimit functor.
Proof. We first show that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. The right adjoint in (ii)
would be an object Z ∈ V (A× Bop), whereas the left adjoint in (iii) would be an
object Z ′ ∈ V (Bop × (Aop)op); but of course these are equivalent categories. The
unit and counit in (ii) would be morphisms
η : IB → (u× id)!IA ⊗[A] Z ∼= (u× id)!Z
ε : (id× uop)∗Z ∼= Z ⊗[B] (u × id)!IA → IA
whereas the unit and counit in (iii) would be morphisms
η′ : IBop → Z
′ ⊗[Aop] (id× u)!IAop ∼= (id× u)!Z
′
ε′ : (uop × id)∗Z ′ ∼= (id× u)!IAop ⊗[Bop] Z
′ → IAop .
Thus, to give η is the same as to give η′, since IBop corresponds to IB under the
equivalence V (B×Bop) ≃ V (Bop × (Bop)op), and so on. We leave it to the reader
to check that the triangle identities likewise correspond.
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Now we show that (i) implies (ii). We take the right adjoint to be (id×uop)∗IA ∈
Prof (V )(A,B). Then morphisms Y → (id× uop)∗IA are equivalent to morphisms
(id × uop)∗Y → IA, i.e. morphisms Y ⊗[B] (u × id)!IA → IA. In bicategorical
language, (id× uop)∗IA is a right lifting of IA along (u× id)!IA. In general, a right
lifting of the identity along a 1-cell X is a right adjoint as soon as it is preserved by
precomposition withX (see for instance [ML98, Theorem X.7.2] or [MS06, 16.4.12]).
In our case when X = (u× id)!IA, precomposition with X is just left Kan extension
along u, which by our assumption of uop-stability preserves the right Kan extension
(id × uop)∗. Thus, (u × id)!IA ⊗[A] (id × u
op)∗IA ∼= (id × u
op)∗
(
(u × id)!IA
)
, so it
has an analogous universal property, as desired.
Now, if (ii) holds, then since weighted colimits are contravariantly functorial
on profunctors, the adjunction (u × id)!IA ⊣ Z yields an adjunction colim
Z ⊣
colim(u×id)!IA = u!. This gives (iv). Conversely, if Z ∈ V (A × B
op) is such that
colimZ ⊣ u! = colim
(u×id)!IA , then since composition in Prof (V ) is a special case
of weighted colimits, we have natural adjunctions (Z ⊗[B]−) ⊣ ((u× id)!IA⊗[A]−),
which by the bicategorical Yoneda lemma induce an adjunction (u× id)!IA ⊣ Z in
Prof (V ).
Similarly, (v) is equivalent to (iii), since colim(id×u)!IAop ∼= (uop)∗. Finally, if (v)
holds then (uop)∗, being a weighted colimit, commutes with all left Kan extensions,
so that V is right uop-stable. 
Note that Theorem 5.2(v) is a generalization of Theorem 4.11(iii) and (iv). This
can be regarded as an explanation of “why” Φ-limits in a right Φ-stable derivator
commute with all colimits: they are themselves weighted colimits. (If V is not
symmetric, then arbitrary weighted colimits need not commute with arbitrary other
weighted colimits. However, left Kan extensions always commute with all weighted
colimits, by Lemma 4.10(i). If we express left Kan extensions as weighted colimits
themselves, then they are in the “center” of V . If V is symmetric, then the duality
A 7→ Aop extends to a self-duality of the bicategory Prof (V ), from which the
equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows formally; the proof given above shows that this
equivalence remains true even in the non-symmetric case, due to this “centrality”.)
Now we can answer our first two questions from §3.
Corollary 5.3. For a derivator D and a class of functors Φ, the following are
equivalent.
(i) D is left Φ-stable, i.e. Φ-colimits in D commute with arbitrary limits.
(ii) For each u ∈ Φ, the morphism u! : D
A → DB has a left adjoint.
(iii) D is right Φop-stable, i.e. Φop-limits in D commute with arbitrary colimits.
(iv) For each u ∈ Φop, the morphism (uop)∗ : DA
op
→ DB
op
has a right adjoint.
Proof. We have (ii) implies (i), since all right Kan extensions exist in a derivator
(as opposed to a left derivator), and are preserved by any right adjoint morphism.
Dually, (iv) implies (iii). We will prove that (iii) implies (ii); by duality then
also (i) implies (iv) and we are done. If D is right Φop-stable, then we remarked
above that ENDcc(D) is right Φ
op-stable, and D is a ENDcc(D)-module. Therefore,
by Theorem 5.2, u! has a left adjoint (that is even a weighted colimit functor) for
each u ∈ Φ. 
Corollary 5.4. If Φ = Φop, then StabL(Φ) = StabR(Φ). 
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This explains the self-dual nature of pointedness, semiadditivity, and stability as
due to the fact that Φ = {∅}, Φ = FINDISC, and Φ = FIN are self-dual. Similarly,
it explains the identity StabL({∅, p}) = StabR({∅, y}) = STABLE, since (p)op =y.
6. Stability via iterated adjoints
In particular, Corollary 5.3 implies that we can characterize Φ-stability in terms
of iterated adjoints to constant morphism morphisms. In this section we describe
what this looks like more concretely in the pointed and stable cases.
Proposition 6.1. The following are equivalent for a derivator D .
(i) The derivator D is pointed.
(ii) The morphism ∅! : D∅ → D is a right adjoint.
(iii) The left Kan extension morphism 1! : D → D [1] along the universal cosieve
1: 1 → [1] is a right adjoint.
(iv) For every cosieve u : A→ B the left Kan extension morphism u! : DA → DB
is a right adjoint.
(v) The morphism ∅∗ : D
∅ → D is a left adjoint.
(vi) The right Kan extension morphism 0∗ : D → D [1] along the universal sieve
0: 1 → [1] is a left adjoint.
(vii) For every sieve u : A→ B the right Kan extension morphism u∗ : D
A → DB
is a left adjoint.
Proof. By duality it suffices to show the equivalence of the first four statements. The
implication (i) implies (iv) is [Gro13, Cor. 3.8]. Since the empty functor ∅ : ∅ → 1
is a cosieve it remains to show that (ii) or (iii) imply (i). The case of (ii) is taken
care of by the proof of [Gro13, Cor. 3.5]. In the remaining case, if 1! is a right
adjoint it preserves all limits and hence terminal objects. Since the terminal object
in D([1]) looks like (∗ → ∗), this has by [Gro13, Prop. 1.23] to be isomorphic to
1!(∗) ∼= (∅ → ∗). Evaluating this isomorphism at 0 shows that D is pointed. 
These additional adjoint functors are sometimes referred to as (co)exceptional
inverse image functors (see [Gro13, §3]).
Remark 6.2. In [Gro13] the cone C : D [1] → D and the fiber F : D [1] → D is
defined in pointed derivators only, but the same formulas make perfectly well sense
in arbitrary derivators. It turns out that a derivator is pointed if and only if C is
a left adjoint if and only if F is a right adjoint. In that case, there are adjunctions
C ⊣ 1! and 0∗ ⊣ F , exhibiting C and F as (co)exceptional inverse image functors;
see [Gro13, Prop. 3.22].
Remark 6.3. In Theorem 6.10 we will characterize stable derivators with a simliar
list of conditions, essentially by combining Theorem 2.14 and Corollary 5.3. We
could similarly have proven Proposition 6.1 by combining Proposition 2.6 and Corol-
lary 5.3, but we chose instead to give a proof with a closer connection to previous
literature.
Let D be a derivator and let 1 : 1 → [1] classify the terminal object 1 ∈ [1].
In every derivator D there are Kan extension adjunctions (1!, 1
∗) : D ⇄ D [1] and
(1∗, 1∗) : D ⇄ D
[1], and we hence have an adjoint triple
1! ⊣ 1
∗ ⊣ 1∗.
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Similarly, associated to the functor 0 : 1 → [1] there is the adjoint triple
0! ⊣ 0
∗ ⊣ 0∗.
Proposition 6.4. Let D be a derivator and let 0, 1: 1 → [1] classify the objects
0, 1 ∈ [1].
(i) The morphisms 0!, 1∗ : D → D [1] are fully faithful and induce an equivalence
onto the full subderivator spanned by the isomorphisms. This equivalence is
pseudo-natural with respect to arbitrary morphisms of derivators.
(ii) There are canonical isomorphism 0! ∼= pi∗[1]
∼= 1∗ : D → D [1].
Proof. Both morphisms 0! and 1∗ are fully faithful and the essential image consists
precisely of the isomorphisms by [Gro13, Prop. 3.12]. Since derivators are invari-
ant under equivalences of prederivators, the subprederivator of isomorphisms is a
derivator. The equivalence is pseudo-natural with respect to arbitrary morphisms
since all morphisms preserve left Kan extensions along left adjoint functors (see
[Gro16b, Prop. 5.7] and [Gro16b, Rmk. 6.11]). As for the second statement, there
is an adjoint triple 0 ⊣ pi[1] ⊣ 1 and hence an induced adjoint triple 1
∗ ⊣ pi∗[1] ⊣ 0
∗.
This yields canonical isomorphisms 1∗ ∼= pi∗[1] and 0!
∼= pi∗[1]. 
We refer to pi∗[1] : D → D
[1] as the constant morphism morphism.
Corollary 6.5. In every derivator D there is an adjoint 5-tuple
(6.6) 1! ⊣ 1
∗ ⊣ pi∗[1] ⊣ 0
∗ ⊣ 0∗.
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 6.4. 
Proposition 6.7. A derivator D is pointed if and only if the adjoint 5-tuple (6.6)
extends to an adjoint 7-tuple, which is then given by
(6.8) C ⊣ 1! ⊣ 1
∗ ⊣ pi∗[1] ⊣ 0
∗ ⊣ 0∗ ⊣ F.
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 6.1 and Remark 6.2. 
Remark 6.9. While in any pointed derivator there is by [Gro13, Prop. 3.20] an
adjunction
(cof, fib) : D [1] ⇄ D [1],
in pointed derivators the morphism C is the sixth left adjoint of F .
Theorem 6.10. The following are equivalent for a pointed derivator D .
(i) The derivator D is stable.
(ii) The cone morphism C : D [1] → D is a right adjoint.
(iii) For any homotopy finite category A, the colimit morphism colim : DA → D
is a right adjoint.
(iv) For any left homotopy finite functor u : A → B, the left Kan extension
morphism u! : D
A → DB is a right adjoint.
(v) The fiber morphism F : D [1] → D is a left adjoint.
(vi) For any homotopy finite category A, the limit morphism lim : DA → D is a
left adjoint.
(vii) For any right homotopy finite functor u : A → B, the right Kan extension
morphism u∗ : D
A → DB is a left adjoint.
(viii) The adjoint 7-tuple (6.8) extends to a doubly-infinite chain of adjoint mor-
phisms.
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(6.12)
.. .
. . .
. . .
. . .
ΩFf //

❴
✤ Ωx
//

❴
✤ 0

0 // Ωy //

❴✤
❴
✤ Ff
//

❴✤
❴
✤ 0

0 // x
f
//

❴✤
❴
✤ y
//

❴✤
❴
✤ 0

0 // Cf //

❴✤
❴
✤ Σx
//

❴✤
❴
✤ 0

. . .
0 //
. . .
Σy //
. . .
❴✤
ΣCf
. . .
❴✤
Figure 1. The Barratt–Puppe sequence of f
Proof. Combining Theorem 2.14 and Corollary 5.3, we see that (i) implies (iv),
which clearly implies (iii), while (iii) implies (ii) since the cone is a composite of a
right extension by zero with a pushout. And (ii) implies (i) by Theorem 2.14(vi),
since right adjoints preserve all limits, so the first four statements are equivalent.
The equivalence of (i) with (v), (vi), and (vii) is dual. Evidently (viii) implies (ii).
And conversely, if D is a stable derivator, then by Proposition 2.5 there are natural
isomorphisms
ΣF ∼−→ C and F ∼−→ ΩC.
Since Σ and Ω are equivalences in stable derivators (Theorem 2.1), this shows that
the outer morphisms in the adjoint 7-tuple (6.8) match up to an equivalence. This
implies that the adjoint 7-tuple can be extended to a doubly-infinite chain of adjoint
morphisms and that this chain has period six (in the obvious sense). 
We conclude by offering a first interpretation and visualization of this chain of
morphisms.
Remark 6.11. Let D be a stable derivator. Then a few additional adjoint morphisms
in the doubly-infinite sequence extending (6.8) are given by:
. . . ⊣ pi∗Ω ⊣ Σ0∗ ⊣ 0∗Ω ⊣ C ⊣ 1! ⊣ 1
∗ ⊣ pi∗ ⊣ 0∗ ⊣ 0∗ ⊣ F ⊣ 1!Σ ⊣ Ω1
∗ ⊣ pi∗Σ ⊣ . . .
In fact, this is immediate from the proof of Theorem 6.10.
In order to not get lost in all these morphisms, let us recall that Barratt–Puppe
sequences in a stable derivator D can be thought of as refinements of the more
classical distinguished triangles. More precisely, associated to (f : x → y) ∈ D [1]
there is the Barratt–Puppe sequence BP (f) generated by f . This is a coherent
diagram as in Figure 1 which vanishes on the boundary stripes and which makes
all squares bicartesian. (It turns out that BP defines an equivalence of derivators
(see [GSˇ16a, Thm. 4.5]).)
Now, one half of the morphisms in the doubly-infinite chain simply amount to
traveling in the Barratt–Puppe sequence in Figure 1. If we imagine to sit on the
morphism f in BP (f), then for every n ≥ 1 an application of the (2n-1)-th left
adjoint of pi∗ to f amounts to traveling n steps in the positive direction. For low
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(6.13)
.. .
.. .
. . .
. . .
0 //

❴
✤ Ωx
//

❴
✤ 0

0 // Ωx //

❴✤
❴
✤ 0
//

❴✤
❴
✤ 0

0 // x
id
//

❴✤
❴
✤ x
//

❴✤
❴
✤ 0

0 // 0 //

❴✤
❴
✤ Σx
//

❴✤
❴
✤ 0

. . .
0 //
. . .
Σx //
. . .
❴✤
0
.. .
❴✤
Figure 2. The Barratt–Puppe sequence of pi∗[1]x
values this yields y, Cf,Σx,Σy, and so on. There is a similar interpretation of the
iterated right adjoints to pi∗.
In order to obtain a similar visualization of the remaining adjoints, let us consider
the Barratt–Puppe sequence BP (pi∗[1]x), x ∈ D , of a constant morphism which then
looks like Figure 2. While pi∗ points at the constant morphism in the middle of
Figure 2, for every n the remaining 2n-th adjoints to pi∗ classify suitable iterated
rotations of this morphism.
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